I. Introduction
The Minimal Standard Model [ 1 ] predicts the existence of a neutral scalar Higgs particle H ° [2] . In the framework of this model the couplings of the H ° boson to the fermions and to the gauge vector bosons are known but its mass is not specified.
The main production mechanism of the Higgs boson at LEP is predicted to be through the decay of the Z boson into an H ° and a virtual Z* [3] e+e --~Z-~H °+Z*--+H °+ff,
A heavy Higgs boson (with mass exceeding 11 GeV) decays predominantly into a bb pair, although the branching ratios into c~ and r+r -are not negligible [4] . With QCD corrections [5] the branching ratio into r+r -for a 60 GeV Higgs boson is approximately 5.7%. We have previously reported on searches for the Standard Model Higgs boson using the 1990 and 1991 data sample, corresponding to 17.5 pb -1 integrated luminosity around the Z pole [6, 7] . These searches allowed us to exclude the presence of the Higgs boson in the mass range 0 ~< mH < 52.0 GeV at the 95% confidence level. Searches have also been performed by the other LEP experiments [8] [9] [10] .
Using the same analysis method we have expanded the search for the H ° by including our 1992 data sample, corresponding to 654 000 Z hadronic decays. Altogether this totals 1 062 000 hadronic Z decays and 39.0 pb-~ integrated luminosity at center of mass energies between 88.2 and 94.3 GeV.
We report here on updated results of the search for the Higgs boson in the mass range from 30 to 70 GeV. We have searched in the channels H°uF, H°e+e -, H°/z+/t -, where the signal has the most distinctive signatures.
The L3 detector
fine segmentation of the BGO detector and hadron calorimeter allows us to measure the direction of jets with an angular resolution of 2.1 °, and to measure the total energy of hadronic events from Z decays with a resolution of 10.2%. The muon detector consists of 3 layers of precise drift chambers, which measure 56 points on the muon trajectory in the bending plane, and 8 points in the non-bending direction.
The response of the detector was simulated using the L3 detector simulation program [ 13, 15 ] ~*~ which takes into account the effects of energy loss, multiple scattering, interactions and decays and includes the detector efficiency and resolution.
As the selections described below extensively use the information coming from the calorimetric part of the detector, we briefly describe the related reconstruction algorithm. Jets are reconstructed using a two step procedure [ 12 ] : firstly neighbouring calorimetric hits are combined into clusters, then jets are formed merging neighbouring clusters and muon tracks. Each charged track measured in the tracking chamber is assigned to the nearest jet. The algorithm normally reconstructs one such 'jet' for a single isolated electron, photon, muon, high energy r or a hadronic jet. Unless otherwise stated in the following jets are defined by this algorithm.
The L3 detector consists of a central tracking chamber, a high resolution electromagnetic calorimeter composed of BGO crystals, a ring of scintillation counters, a uranium and brass hadron calorimeter with proportional wire chamber readout, and an accurate muon chamber system. These detectors are installed in a 12 m diameter magnet which provides a uniform field of 0.5 T along the beam direction. For hadronic jets the fiducial coverage is 99% of 4n.
We have previously presented the detector and its performance in detail [11, 12] . Here we briefly describe the subdetectors relevant for this analysis.
The central tracking chamber (TEC) is a time expansion chamber which consists of two cylindrical layers of 12 (inner) and 24 (outer) sectors, with 62 wires measuring the r-~b coordinate. The single wire resolution is 58 Itm averaged over the entire ceil. The double-track resolution is 640 #m. The BGO electromagnetic calorimeter, which includes endcaps installed in 1991, covers 85% of the solid angle. The
H°v ~-event selection
H°u77 events are characterized by large missing energy and momentum imbalance due to the undetected neutrinos from the Z* decay. The heavy quarks from the Higgs decay receive a Lorentz boost leading to two acoplanar jets which mainly populate one hemisphere with a rather low energy deposit in the other. The direction of the missing energy, being mainly that of the Z*, is far from the quark jets. In contrast, in e+e -+ q~ events (the main background), the two jets from thesystem are typically coplanar with the beam axis, seldom leading to low energy deposits in any one hemisphere. The relatively small missing energy is mostly due to the jet energy resolution or the undetected neutrinos within the jets. As a conse#l The L3 detector simulation is based on GEANT Version 3.14. See ref. [ 13 ] . The GHEISHA program [ 14 ] is used to simulate hadronic interactions.
quence the missing energy direction is close to one of the jet axes. The search for Higgs candidates is carried out taking advantage of these signatures.
In the preselection a set of cuts is applied to eliminate a large fraction of the background due to the qq, z+r -, two photon processes, cosmic rays and beam gas interactions. We require that: -The invariant mass of the event calculated from all the calorimetric clusters (assumed to be massless), Mvis, is within the range 25-70 GeV.
-
The energy imbalance transverse to the beam axis is larger than 15% and that parallel to the beam axis is less than 45% of the visible energy. The direction of the energy imbalance is more than 0.4 rad away from the beam axis.
There are more than four charged tracks with transverse momenta larger than 0.3 GeV and with distances of closest approach to the beam axis less than 5 mm and there are more than 15 calorimetric clusters. The acceptance of the above cuts including trigger efficiency for H°uF events with mR of 60 GeV is 73% and we are left with 1.2% of the hadronic Z decays, the background from all other sources being negligible.
For the final selection we use a set of cuts based on topological variables which are mostly related to the jet axis measurement since the jet directions are usually well defined even for events with large missing energy. The jet reconstruction starts by identifying the two calorimetric clusters that have the largest invariant mass. The plane perpendicular to that containing the direction vectors of the two clusters and bisecting the angle defined by them divides the event into two hemispheres. All the clusters in each hemisphere are combined to form a jet whose direction is determined by adding the momentum vectors of the clusters. Hence we obtain exactly two jets for each event, corresponding to the primary q~ pair. The energies of both reconstructed jets are required to exceed 8 GeV. We define then a unit vector b which is opposite to the sum of the unit vectors along the two jet directions.
Finally, we use the set of cuts from our previous publication [7] . An event is accepted if it satisfies the following criteria: -E90 < 10 GeV and E60 < 3 GeV, where E90 and E60 are the energies deposited in the cones with half opening angles of 90 ° and 60 ° respectively around b.
-The largest angular region, in the r-q5 plane, where no tracks are present must be greater than 1.1 tad. -E1 < 1 GeV, where El is the energy deposited in a cone of 20 ° half opening angle around the missing energy direction.
-~ < 160 ° and ~ < 170 °, where~ and ~ are the angles between the two jets in space and in the r-q5 plane respectively.
The above selection is sensitive only to the decays of the Higgs boson into q~ pairs. In order to improve the selection efficiency by detecting decays H ° ~ z+r-we alternatively use the following selection criteria: -There are less than 18 calorimetric clusters and the total energy of all the calorimetric clusters is within the range 15-75 GeV. -The energy imbalance transverse to the beam axis is larger than 5 GeV and that parallel to the beam axis is less than 45% of the visible energy. -There are 2 charged narrow jets. We define narrow jets as those which have the ratio of calorimetrical energies in 15 ° and 30 o cones around their axes exceeding 0.9.
-E90 < 3 GeV and E60 < 1.5 GeV.
-The largest angular region in the r-~b plane where no tracks are present is greater than 3.0 rad.
the angle between the two jets in the r-~b plane is less than 160 °.
The overall detection efficiency for the Higgs signal as a function of the H ° mass is shown in table 1.
The relative uncertainty in the selection efficiency has been found to be less than 1.5% for a 60 GeV Higgs mass [7 ] .
No candidates have been found in our data sample, and no events pass the selection from a sample of 1 140 000 q~ Monte Carlo [ 15 ] events.
4.
H°e+e -event selection
The signature of this process is the presence of two energetic and well separated electrons coming from the virtual Z* isolated from the H ° decay products. The main sources of background are the four fermion process e+e --, e+e-q~ [16] and the double semileptonic decay Z ~ bb ~ e + e-X.
In our selection low multiplicity events, such as e+e -and r+r final states, are removed by requiring at least 15 clusters in the electromagnetic calorimeter. To reduce the hadronic background in our sample we require that the two most energetic clusters have energies greater than 3 GeV and that the sum of their energies exceeds 15 GeV; in addition the opening angle between these two clusters must be larger than 40 ° .
The identification of electromagnetic particles is mainly based on the energy deposition pattern in the electromagnetic calorimeter. We consider the ratio of the energy deposited in a 3 × 3 crystal array and the energy deposited in a 5 × 5 array both centred on the most energetic crystal in the cluster. After applying a position-dependent leakage correction to both measurements the distribution of this ratio is approximately gaussian, centered at 1.0 with a width of 1%. Electromagnetic candidates are identified by requiring that this ratio is less than 3a away from the above mean value.
The isolation of the electron candidates is further ensured by imposing the following conditions: -The additional energy deposited in the electromagnetic calorimeter in a cone of 15 ° half opening angle around the direction of the highest energy cluster must not exceed 5% of the cluster energy and the energy measured in the hadron calorimeter in the same cone must be less than 3 GeV. -The additional energy deposited in the electromagnetic calorimeter in a cone of 15 ° half opening angle around the second most energetic cluster must not exceed 7% of its energy.
To complete the identification of the electrons we consider all pairs out of three most energetic electron candidates. The most energetic cluster in the pair is required to match in azimuthal angle with exactly one track and the second most energetic cluster with at least one track. For both clusters the matching has to be within a 4 a cut where a depends on the energies and on the polar angles of the clusters.
To identify the Higgs boson decay products we examine the non-electron jets in the event. Indicating with Pl the transverse momentum of each electron with respect to the nearest jet, we require the sum of the two P± to be larger than 10 GeV.
To reject a background from the four fermion process we require that 2me+ e + mmiss 2> 80 GeV where Me+e is the invariant mass of the electron pair and Mmiss is the missing mass with respect to these electrons. Figure 1 shows the effect of this cut on the remaining candidates as well as on the expected Higgs signal after all above cuts are applied. The selection efficiencies for the signal are shown in table 1 for the 1990 and 1991-1992 setups. The efficiency for the 1990 data is lower due to the lower geometrical acceptance of the BGO calorimeter which did not include the endcaps.
Two events passed the above selection criteria. The first one, with the missing mass to two electrons of 31.4 ± 1.5 GeV, is from the 1991 data sample [7] ; the second one, from the 1992 data sample, has the missing mass recoiling against the electron pair of 67.6 + 0.7 GeV. This event is shown in fig. 2 and its main parameters are given in table 2. Both events are consistent with the background process e+e -e+e-q~ from which we expect 2.5+0.4 events. The background from other processes is negligible.
H°/~+/l -event selection
This analysis is based on the selection of events with well isolated muons together with other charged Table 2 The energies (E), the polar angles with respect to the beam line (0) and the azimuthal angles (¢) of the main constituents of the 1992 H°e+e candidate are indicated. The main parameters of the event are: a visible energy of 109.0 + 12.5 GeV, a missing mass recoiling against the final state electrons of 67.6 4-0.7 GeV, an invariant mass of the electron-positron pair of 8.0 4-0.3 GeV and a measured mass of the hadronic system of 82. 2 4 particles present in the fragmentation of the heavy quark pair from the Higgs decay.
Muons are identified as tracks in the muon spectrometer that when extrapolated back towards the beam line pass within 3.5a from the interaction point, both in the r-4~ and z directions; in the following we refer to these tracks simply as muons.
We require the presence of at least one muon and at least 5 other tracks reconstructed in the TEC in order to remove cosmic ray, ¢t+~t -, r+r -, e+e-/~+/t -and n + 7r + ]z + #-events. In order to reduce the background from Z ~events, we require the event thrust to be less than 0.92.
To further reduce the background from the semileptonic decays of hadrons two sets of cuts are applied: set (i) to recognize a single well isolated muon and set (ii) to select the muon pair from the Z* decay. An event is accepted as a candidate if it has at least one muon satisfying the first set of cuts (i) or at least a pair of muons satisfying the second set of cuts (ii).
This allows us to recover the events in which one of the two muons coming from the decay of the virtual Z* is not detected in the muon spectrometer.
To measure the isolation ofa muon we define three quantities.
-Di = (Ejeti P~,,)/Pu,, where Ejeti is the energy of the jet which includes the ith muon and Pm is the value of the muon momentum. _ ge and g~ are the differences of the energies deposited in 30 ° and 3 ° cones around the ith muon in the BGO and hadron calorimeters respectively. The subtraction diminishes the sensitivity of this variable to radiative photons.
The two sets of cuts are:
Set (i)
The muon must have a momentum larger than 10 GeV. To ensure the isolation, we require less than 5 calorimetric clusters and at most one additional charged track, which must be isolated by more than 0.1 rad, in the jet which includes the muon. The isolation variable 7) must have a value of less than 0.3, and the variable ge must be less than 2 GeV. In addition the missing energy of the event is required to be at least 10 GeV due to the undetected muon.
Set (ii)
The opposite-sign muon pair is identified as being from the decay of the Z* if it satisfies the following criteria: -There is at least one muon with less than 5 charged tracks in the associated jet.
-D1.D2 <0.7.
-min(C~,C~) < 250 MeV.
-min(CP, C2 h) < 1 GeV.
-min(pu~,pm) > 3.4 GeV and pul +Pro > 15 GeV.
In order to suppress the background from four fermion processes we use the same final cut as in the H°e+e -selection: 2M,+i,-+ Mmiss > 80 GeV For events passing selection (i) we compute Mu+ uand Mmiss in the following way: if there is a TEC track pointing to a calorimetric cluster compatible with a minimum ionizing particle, the undetected muon momentum vector is assumed to be the one measured by the TEC; if there is no such track, the undetected muon momentum vector is assumed to be the missing momentum vector of the event.
The Higgs selection efficiencies are shown in table 1.
One event with Mmiss = 70.4 ± 0.7 GeV from the 1991 data sample passed the above selection criteria [7] . The expected background is computed to be 1.2±0.2 events.
Systematic uncertainties
The sources of systematic errors on the number of expected Higgs events are the following: -Theoretical uncertainty of less than 1% on the ratio between the Higgs boson production cross section and the e+e ---+cross section [17] . -Experimental uncertainty of 0.5% on the corrected number of hadronic Z decays used for the normalization.
-Theoretical uncertainty on the Higgs decay branching ratios which contributes an error of 0.7% to the detection efficiency [5 ] .
-Error on the Higgs detection efficiency of 1.5% due to the uncertainties in the fragmentation model and due to the uncertainties in the detector calibration constants [7 ] . -Error on the Higgs detection efficiency of 1.5% due to Monte Carlo statistics.
Combining these errors in quadrature we obtain a systematic uncertainty of 2.5%.
Mass limit
We have observed two e+e -hadrons and one /,+,u-hadrons events that pass our selection criteria. From Monte Carlo studies, we expect the number of background events to be 2.5 ± 0.4 e+e-q~ for the H°e+e-channel and 1.2 ± 0.2 /*+/~-q~ for the H°/t+~t -channel. Taking into account the mass resolution of the L3 detector we conclude that none of these events is consistent with a Higgs boson mass in the vicinity of 60 GeV. Therefore we take the 95% confidence level limit on the Higgs boson mass corresponding to three events. Taking into account the 2.5% systematic error on the number of expected events, we obtain a 95% C.L. lower limit on the mass of the Higgs boson of 57.7 GeV. Figure 3 shows the number of expected Higgs events in the mass range from 30 to 70 GeV. The 95% C.L. line, also shown in the figure, was obtained with the likelihood function of the candidates, taking into account the number of expected events from the background and the mass measurement errors. 
